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Abstract
We present a Gro¨bner basis associated with the symmetric group of degree n, which is determined
by a strong generating set of the symmetric group and is defined by means of a term ordering with
the elimination property.
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0. Introduction
We present a Gro¨bner basis associated with the symmetric group of degree n. This G-
basis (which will be denoted by GBn) has the following nice properties:
1. GBn is defined by means of a term ordering with the elimination property.
2. The generating set that determines GBn consists of permutations that constitute a strong
generating set.
3. Card(GBn) = O(n2).
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The paper is divided as follows. Section 1 summarizes basic knowledge (term orderings
with the elimination property, Gro¨bner bases, some relations between Gro¨bner bases and
monoid presentations, bases and strong generating sets of a permutation group). Section 2
introduces a Gro¨bner basis associated with the symmetric group, in the sense stated exactly
in that section. Section 3 discusses some attributes of such Gro¨bner bases.
1. Preliminaries
The paper is not intended to be self-contained. Our purpose is rather to maintain
agreement with some notation and terminology; moreover, to bring together people coming
from different areas: Gro¨bner bases, String Rewriting Systems, and Permutation Groups.
A better understanding of these concepts may require that the reader looks into the
recommended literature.
1.1. Gro¨bner bases
Let X be a finite alphabet, 〈X〉 the free monoid on X , and K 〈X〉 the free associative
algebra over X and the field K . On the other hand, let K 〈X〉/I be the residue class algebra
of K 〈X〉modulo the two-sided ideal I . Moreover, if F is a finite subset of K 〈X〉, Ideal(F)
stands for the two-sided ideal of K 〈X〉 generated by F .
We consider 〈X〉 to be endowed with a term ordering, i.e. a semigroup ordering ≺
that is a well ordering. Then, T≺( f ) denotes the maximal term of the polynomial f
(w.r.t. ≺). T≺{F} is the set of maximal terms of non-zero polynomials in F , T≺(F) is the
semigroup two-sided ideal generated by T≺{F} and N≺{F} := 〈X〉 \ T≺(F). Furthermore,
Can( f, I,≺) represents the canonical form of f (also called the reduced or normal form).
Definition 1.1 (Term Ordering with the Elimination Property (cf. [2])). The term ordering
≺ has the elimination property at position k (k ∈ [1, |X | − 1]) if
for every s, t ∈ 〈X〉, s ≺ t and t ∈ 〈Xk〉 implies s ∈ 〈Xk〉, (1)
where Xk stands for the subset of X composed of the first k letters.
Condition (1) is equivalent to the following one:
for j ∈ (k, |X |] and for s ∈ 〈Xk〉, s ≺ x j . (2)
Example 1.1 (Term Ordering with the Elimination Property). Let x1 ≺ · · · ≺ xn . We set
u ≺ v (u, v ∈ 〈X〉) if either degxi u < degxi v (where i is the highest number such that
degxi u 6= degxi v) or degxi u = degxi v (for all i), but v is larger than u lexicographically.
The above order has already been used as a non-commutative elimination order (see,
for instance, [8]). It will also be the term ordering used in Section 2.
Definition 1.2 (Gro¨bner Basis (cf. [7]). Let I be an ideal of K 〈X〉. G ⊂ I \ {0} is called a
Gro¨bner basis of I if T≺{G} generates T≺(I ), i.e., if every t ∈ T≺(I ) is a multiple of some
s ∈ T≺{G}.
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Definition 1.3 (Reduced Gro¨bner Basis). A Gro¨bner basis G of I is called reduced if, for
every g ∈ G such that T≺(g) is not a multiple of any s ∈ T≺(G) \ {T≺(g)}, the leading
coefficient of g is 1, and g = T≺(g)− Can(T≺(g), I,≺).
1.1.1. Interaction between Gro¨bner bases and string rewriting systems
It is well known that there exists a strong relation between congruences generated by
subsets σ ⊂ 〈X〉 × 〈X〉 and some kinds of binomial ideals (namely, ideals generated by
binomials of the type u − v). The crucial point of that relation consists in the equivalence
between deciding whether a pair (s, t) is in the congruence generated by σ (usually denoted
by 〈σ 〉) and deciding whether the corresponding binomial s − t belongs to the ideal
generated by the set {u − v | (u, v) ∈ σ } (usually denoted as P(σ )); i.e. the following
holds:
∀σ ⊂ 〈X〉 × 〈X〉 (s, t) ∈ 〈σ 〉 ⇐⇒ s − t ∈ Ideal(P(σ )). (3)
In particular, any Gro¨bner basis G of Ideal(P(σ )) is composed of binomials of the form
mentioned above and, if one considers the set Σ (G) := {(s, t) | s − t ∈ G}, then another
presentation of the same monoid 〈X〉 × 〈X〉/〈σ 〉 is obtained. In addition, (Σ (G),→Σ (G))
is a Noetherian confluent string rewriting system, where→Σ (G) is defined as usual, namely
(see [1]) by
u→Σ (G) v ⇐⇒ (u = xsy, v = xty, for some (s, t) ∈ Σ (G), (x, y) ∈ 〈X〉 × 〈X〉).
Moreover, K 〈X〉/Ideal(G) is isomorphic to the monoid ring K [〈X〉 × 〈X〉/〈σ 〉] (see
[2] and other references cited there).
1.2. Strong generating sets
Let Sn denote the symmetric group of degree n and let Ω = {1, . . . , n}. If H ⊆ Sn is a
permutation group and β ∈ Ω , then Hβ denotes the stabilizer of β in H (i.e. the subgroup
of H that keeps β unchanged). For B = {β1, . . . , βm} ⊂ Ω , one considers the following
sequence: H (1) := H and, for i ∈ [1,m], H (i+1) := H (i)βi .
Definition 1.4 (Base). B is called a base of H if H (m+1) = {idSn }.
Thus, the only element of H that fixes every element of B is the identity.
Definition 1.5 (Strong Generating Set). S ⊂ H is called a strong generating set of H
relative to the base B if, for i ∈ [1,m], S ∩ H (i) is a set of generators for H (i). The pair
(B, S) will be called a BSGS.
Example 1.2 (Example of a BSGS). Let B := {n, n − 1, . . . , 2} and S := {s1, . . . , sn−1},
where si = (i, i + 1) (i ∈ [1, n − 1]) is a BSGS for Sn . The reason is that S(i)n ∼= Sn−i+1,
for i ∈ [1, n − 1], and Si := {s1, . . . , sn−i } generates Sn−i+1.
For an overview of Strong Generating Sets Theory, the reader could see [5].
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2. On a Gro¨bner basis associated with Sn
We are interested in studying the behaviour of Gro¨bner bases associated1 with the
symmetric group of degree n and determined by strong generating sets; in fact, we believe
that this combination leads to nice presentations of Sn from an algorithmic viewpoint. To
support our belief, we consider it helpful to present an example of such a Gro¨bner basis
(the GBn below), which also allows us to show a general methodology that can be used in
another instances.
In order to get the general shape of GBn , we computed first GBn for low degrees
(n = 3, 4, 5, . . .); that computation was carried out by means of our implementation in
GAP [9] of the algorithm discussed in [3], which allows us to compute GBn (n small)
when the input is a generating set of Sn . Those experiments allowed us to conjecture a
shape for GBn (n arbitrary) and then we proved it, as the reader can see below.
In this section, ≺ represents the term ordering defined in Example 1.1.
Theorem 2.1 (GBn). Let S be the subset of Sn determined by {s1, . . . , sn−1}, where
si = (i, i + 1)( for i ∈ [1, n − 1]), and ρ be the congruence determined by S (i.e. the
monoid Sn is isomorphic to 〈X〉/ρ, where |X | = n − 1, and the isomorphism comes from
the transformation xi → si ). Then, the reduced Gro¨bner basis of Ideal(P(ρ)) with respect
to ≺ consists of the following polynomials:
GB3 = {x21 − 1, x22 − 1, x2x1x2 − x1x2x1};
GB4 = GB3 ∪ {x23 − 1, x3x2x3 − x2x3x2, x3x1 − x1x3, x3x2x1x3 − x2x3x2x1};
and then, inductively, for n ≥ 5,
GBn = GBn−1 ∪ {x2n−1 − 1, xn−1xn−2xn−1 − xn−2xn−1xn−2} ∪
∪1k=n−3{xn−1xk − xkxn−1, xn−1xn−2 . . . xkxn−1 − xn−2xn−1xn−2 . . . xk}.
Furthermore, |GBn| = n(n − 3)+ 3.
Proof. 1. It is obvious that all the relations in Σ (GBn) hold in S, which proves the
inclusion Ideal(GBn) ⊂ Ideal(P(ρ)).
2. |N≺{GBn}| = n!: indeed as Σ (GBn) is a monoid presentation of Sn or of one of its
submonoids, N≺{GBn} has at most n! words. Then, for proving the equality it is enough
to seek n! canonical words. It is easy to verify that the following words are irreducible
modulo the heads of GBn :
N≺{GB3} = {1, x1, x2, x1x2, x2x1, x1x2x1};
N≺{GB4} = N≺{GB3} ∪ N≺{GB3}x3 ∪ N≺{GB3}x3x2 ∪ N≺{GB3}x3x2x1;
Thus, N≺{GBn} = N≺{GBn−1} ∪ N≺{GBn−1}xn−1 ∪ N≺{GBn−1}xn−1xn−2
∪ · · · ∪ N≺{GBn−1}xn−1xn−2 . . . x1.
1 In the sense that is specified in the theorem.
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3. From Step 1, T≺(GBn) ⊂ T≺(Ideal(P(ρ))); hence, N≺{Ideal(P(ρ))} ⊂ N≺{GBn}.
Now, from Step 2 and the isomorphism K 〈X〉/Ideal(P(ρ)) ∼= Sn, it follows that
T≺(GBn) = T≺(Ideal(P(ρ))).
It is easy to see that GBn is reduced. By induction, one proves |GBn| = n(n − 3) + 3
considering that, in each step, 2n − 4 polynomials are added. 
A crucial point in the proof of the above theorem consists in enumerating the monomials
behind the Gro¨bner escalier and showing that they are as many as the elements of the group,
which implies that there is a bijection between permutations σ and monomials m under the
escalier; the relation is “m is the canonical form of σ”. Hence, the result is exactly the one
which would be obtained by a direct application of Todd–Coxeter, but it is obtained with
no computation at all.
3. Characteristics of GBn
1. The generating set GBn is strong, providing a practical link between two ways of
presenting Sn , namely:
(a) by means of a complete presentation (GBn);
(b) by a special permutation set (S).
One of the practical reasons for that property can be expressed as follows: A typical
step for applying GBn consists in introducing new relations of the form y−w, where y is
a new letter that represents a permutation σ of the group, different from the generators,
and w ∈ 〈X〉 is a word congruent to y in the congruence determined by S ∪ y. If
σ is known, as S is a SGS, then it is possible to compute such a w in an easy way,
e.g. by using the GAP system ([9]). For instance, if σ := (1, 2, 3), then GAP returns
σ = (2, 3) ∗ (1, 2); thus, the binomial is y − x2x1.
2. Card(GBn) = O(n2), which is advantageous for saving memory in the storage of the
presentation.
3. GBn is defined by means of a term ordering with the elimination property, which allows
one to use GBn for several applications. In [4] we dealt with the following ones (in all
cases we assume that 〈A | σ 〉 is a finite group presentation):
• The Discrete Logarithm Problem:
Given: b ∈ 〈A〉 (base element),and c ∈ 〈A〉 :
Find: a positive integer k such that bk = c (if such k does exist).
• Given w, an element of the group (expressed in terms of A):
Find the inverse of w (also in terms of A).
• Given a finite subset S of the group (expressed in terms of A):
Find (if they exist) formulas that express A in terms of S.
Note also that it is not necessary to duplicate X to add formal inverses, because the
elements of S are their own inverses.
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